Basketball Rule 3 Players Substitutes & Equipment

Rosters & Starters = only 1 technical foul regardless the number of errors
1 technical foul for number or name added to book
1 Technical Foul for having the wrong numbers in the book
If a coach asks the scorer to change a number or add a player = 1 technical foul
Substitutions must report before the warning horn or entry is denied – Kowzan play
When a player comes out of the game, he may not be substituted back in until the clock has restart
Player leaves the game because his jersey is out - a time out will not buy him back in the game
Injured Player leaves the game with Coach assistance - 15 sec to replace with horn @ the beginning of
the replacement time
Bleeding Player- may not wipe blood on an opponent - technical foul or DQ if flagrant
2 Opponents bleeding leave the game- each team will have to use a timeout to re-entry
Coach may burn a time out to keep bleeding player in the game if it can be done during time out
Substitutes
A player may not re-enter until the clock has started
During a Free Throw, when a player leaves the game with blood or injury and subs are at the table,
ALL Subs will be allowed to enter when a player has been directed to leave the game In other words
they don't have to wait for the first free throw to be shot
Uniforms & Equipment
Observe Pre Game Warm Up
-R Looks for Illegal Equipment on BOTH Home & Visitors
-U1 Looks for Illegal Equipment on Home Team
-U2 Looks for Illegal Equipment on Visitors Team
-Introduction of Line Ups ALL 3 OFFICIALS look for Illegal Equipment
Illegal Uniforms HEAD COACH is Charged with a Direct Technical & loss of Coaching Box
Illegal Equipment is NOT a Technical but player is not allowed to play until removed
NO PENALTY
Torso Color-chest stomach back same color up to the neckline & arm openings
Base of the neckline up to shoulder no color restrictions

Side Insert not to exceed 4" centered below the arm pits Manufacturers Logo is permitted in side seam
of jersey
American Flag is legal on the jersey
Memorial Patch must be above the neckline
Maximum 3 colors on numbers including piping & trim
Arched names on front of jersey cannot extend below or above plane of number
Sleeves & Headbands, Wrist bands, and leggings, must all be the same color for all teammates. Black,
White, Beige, or Predominate Jersey Color – Medical devices such as brace = no color restrictions
Undershirts must be color of torso of uniform with length of sleeves same length
Compression Shorts are now permissible
Illegal Uniforms = a Direct Technical Foul to Head Coach & loss of Coaching Box!!!!!
2 Names on the front of the Jersey are LEGAL
Illegal Equipment- elbow, finger, forearm,wrist, hand, cast are ILLEGAL
Religious & Med Alert Medals are not considered jewelry but must be taped to the body under the
uniform

